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Abstract: Sentiment Analysis is that the most ordinarily used approach to research knowledge that is within the form of text and 
to identify sentiment content from the text. Opinion Mining is another name for sentiment analysis. a good vary of text data is 
getting generated within the form of suggestions, feedback, tweets, and comments. E-Commerce portals area unit generating 
tons of data. Every day within the form of customer reviews. Analyzing E-Commerce data can facilitate on-line retailers to grasp 
customer expectations, offer an improved searching expertise, and to extend sales. Sentiment Analysis can be used to identify 
positive, negative, and neutral information from the customer reviews. Researchers have developed a lot of techniques in 
Sentiment Analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Sentiment Analysis is used to analyze data which is stored in text format. Text data can be in the form of customer reviews, 
complaints, feedback, discussions, tweets in social media, etc. There is a lot of data that is being generated every day with the 
increase in human interaction in social media. Sentiment Analysis is additionally applicable to news articles, blogs, stock markets, 
political debates, movie reviews, etc. People these days tend to purchase products online, book hotels, tickets, cabs online which are 
generating data in the form of customer reviews. Sentiment Analysis is used to find whether the reviews are Negative, Neutral, or 
Positive. Analyzing this kind of data can help businesses in understanding customer perspectives towards brand strategies. 
Sentiment Analysis comes under Natural Language Processing that uses Machine Learning algorithms, Lexicon based algorithms, 
and Hybrid algorithms to classify data. Analyzing customer reviews plays a important role in maintaining product quality and to 
meet customer expectations. This helps the organization to increase sales. Researchers introduced a lot of techniques, algorithms on 
sentiment analysis. Even though there is a lot of enhancement done in Sentiment analysis algorithms, there are areas that need 
improvement like performance, data extraction, etc. Sentiment analysis can be done not only on customer review data but can be 
done on marketing, social media data, etc. Some reviews may be irrelevant to the product that is, the reviews may be regarding 
customer services, delivering the product, etc., which needs to be taken care of. Sentiment analysis is nothing but the classification 
of feedbacks into negative, neutral, and positive feedbacks and catching the emotion of people. 

II. RELATED WORK 
To allow for a proper level of depth, Kim Schouten and Flavius Frasincar[3] focus the survey on a particular sub-field of sentiment 
analysis. Sentiment can be classified either on the document level, the sentence level, or the entity or aspect level. They focus on the 
first level and assumes that the whole document expresses sentiment about single topic. Obviously, this is not the case in many 
situations. At both the document level and the sentence level, the computed sentiment values are not associated with the topics. 
Feature extraction for entities is a very important task for opinion mining. Lizhen Liu, Zhixin Lv, Hanshi Wang [4] proposed a new 
method to deal with this problem. The new technique uses the corresponding opinion words extracting the options, and per mutual 
support and confidence to filter the noise. It additionally identifies the implicit options and clusters the options supported the 
information of the background that strengthen cluster results. Empirical evaluation show the proposed method outperforms. 
However, this method has some shortcomings. Small scale corpus cans not perform well. And the structure of the vague opinions 
dictionary and part-of-speech dictionary increases the cost of the method. Next, we will study the establishment of two dictionaries 
by automatically and improve the precision and recall for the small scale corpus. 
Hsiang Hui Lek and Danny C.C. Poo [5] present an approach to perform aspect-based sentiment classification for Twitter. Their  
aspect-based sentiment classifier makes use of a POS tagger, a sentiment lexicon, and a couple of lexicon lists to provide results of 
the shape [aspect, sentiment words, polarity. they also describe a method to mine sentiment expressions and show that these 
sentiment expressions can further improve the classification performance. they experimented various ways to incorporate the results 
from the aspect-based classifier into conventional tweet-level classifier.  
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The experimental results recommend that a superimposed classification approach that uses the aspect-based classifier because the 
1st layer classification and therefore the tweet-level classifier because the second layer classification is more practical than a 
classifier trained exploitation target-dependent options. This approach is ready to systematically improve the performance of 
existing sentiment classifiers. 
The proposed of C.S.Kanimozhi Selvi [6] system extracts aspects in product customer reviews. The nouns and noun phrases are 
extracted from each review sentence. Minimum support threshold is used to find all frequent aspects for the given review sentences. 
Naïve Bayesian algorithm using supervised term counting based approach is used to identify whether sentence is positive or 
negative opinion and also identifies the number of positive and negative opinion of each extracted aspect. The number of positive 
and negative opinions in review sentences is estimated. Sentiment orientation gives a good accuracy. In future, it is proposed to 
summarize the aspects based on the relative importance of the extracted aspect. By using this, it is possible to analyze the customers 
interesting aspects on products. 
Zohreh Madhoushi, Abdul Razak Hamdan, Suhaila Zainudin[7]found that the field of opinion mining is new, diverse methods are 
available to provide a way to do different tasks at different levels, with associate degree outcome of multitudinous doable 
applications in governance, homeland security and others. In this work they categorized some recent articles presented in SA field 
according to their techniques. they found machine learning-based techniques including supervised learning, unsupervised learning 
and semi-supervised learning techniques, Lexicon-based techniques and hybrid techniques are the most frequent techniques 
used.Work does not focus on any specific level or task in SA, it is a good source for beginners who have no background in this field. 
There should be a way to compare these techniques in different tasks at different levels. Since the nature of data set used varies in 
different work, existing evaluation metrics of different methods does not normally clarify the effectiveness of each method compare 
to others. In general successful techniques are likely to be a good integration of hybrid approaches and natural language processing 
techniques. he open issues area unit that recent techniques area unit still unable to figure well in numerous domains; sentiment 
classification supported lean tagged information continues to be a difficult problem; there is lack of SA research in languages other 
than English; and existing techniques are still unable to deal with complex sentences that requires more than sentiment words and 
simple parsing. 
Toqir Ahmad Rana,Yu-N Cheah [8] found that Sentiment analysis in customer reviews is a challenging task in academia as well as 
in the industry and has attracted many researchers in the last decade. Many techniques have been proposed to extract aspects and 
grouping them in similar classes. Most Most of those approaches square measure restricted to express aspects or mostly rely upon 
lexicons. They propossed a hybrid rule-based approach to solve the problem. their approach is the combination of different 
techniques as the task is divided into multiple subtasks. To the best of their knowledge, the approach they propossed certain degree 
of novelty, especially in using knowledge from the WWW to find the implicit aspects and to group synonyms. 
Subjectivity deals with extraction of subjective sentence and it is one of the important tasks in sentiment analysis which increases 
the system performance both in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Purtata Bhoir and Shilpa Kolte [9]  have presented system which 
implements two different methods to find subjectivity of sentences. Among these two methods, Naïve Bayes classifier gives more 
accurate result than SentiWordNet. As there is need to find different aspects of movie and its respective opinion, they implemented 
rule based system which allows user to easily check different aspect of movie liked or disliked by other user. In their future work 
they will implement system that would analyze reviews which are in language other than English. 
Manju Venugopalan, Deepa Gupta[10] found that the hybrid tweet sentiment classification model incorporating domain-oriented 
lexicons, unigrams, and tweet-specific options mistreatment machine learning techniques has been developed and also the 
classification accuracies are found to boost by a mean of around two points across completely different domains. The effectiveness 
of incorporating ideas of domain specificity within the polarity lexicon and also the capacities of specific tweet feature to extract 
sentiment has been valid. Pruning the unigrams supported their important presence during a category has simplified the model to an 
oversized extent. Tweet-specific options that embody emoticons, punctuations, hashtags, etc. have verified to act as complementary 
sources to extract Twitter sentiment. The work are often extended by aggregating sentiment mistreatment the classification model, 
analyze whether or not the sentiment extracted from every complete reflects actual market statistics, and thus style a prediction 
model to forecast the complete affinity for the approaching year. Tweets conjointly do contain earth science info. associate degree 
analysis of however complete affinity varies across regions can even be performed. 
Aspect based mostly Sentiment Analysis focuses to travel on the far side a mere word level analysis of text and supply a additional 
linguistics analysis of text through the employment of internet on sources or linguistics networks. This empowers novel approaches 
to sentiment analysis. In aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA)[11] the aim is to identify the aspects of entities and the sentiment 
expressed for each aspect. The ultimate goal is to be able to generate summaries listing all the aspects and their overall polarity.  
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The natural language processing tools can be used to facilitate the SA process. It gives better understanding and thus can help to 
produce more accurate results of SA. The other major contribution of this study is the classification methodology. For the aspect 
category extraction, usage of SVM binary classification with selected lexical and semantic features is proposed and it is identified as 
an optimal feature of the machine learning technique. A mixture of lexical features such as unigrams, bigrams, POS, and head words 
with domain specific word clusters will be using for the performance evaluation. Sentiment polarity detection task is formulated as a 
multi-class classification problem. On top of features generated from, domain specific sentiment lexicons and general purpose 
sentiment lexicon, this research focus SVM and logistic regression algorithm to be analyzed the performance of the system. 
Opinion mining is a combination of data mining and natural language processing. Using opinion mining, a document can be 
analyzed and its overall idea can be extracted. Previous studies have used document level, and sentence level opinion mining to 
resolve this issue. However, in the research of I. K. C. U. Perera and H.A. Caldera[12], the author has discussed about aspect based 
opinion mining. To extract the information from the document, POS tagging, dependency parser and SentiWordNet have been used. 
In their future work, the way of finding the opinion word related to the aspect can be improved. In the proposed method, smiles, 
emoticons have been removed in the pre-processing stage. But they also represent strong opinions in decision making process. 
However, a proper sense of human opinion can be extracted, if those can be processed in the input file. SentiWordNet  is not a 
domain specific dictionary. Furthermore, if domain specific SentiWordNet files can be generated, more corrected opinions can be 
identified well than the proposed system. The proposed work has been designed only for the English language. This can be 
improved for other languages as well. 
In the research of Vamsee Krishna Kiran M, Vinodhini R E, Archanaa R, Vimalkumar K[14] has presented a novel work on rating 
the product based on its technical specifications using opinion mining and natural language processing techniques. The purpose is to 
help the users in purchasing the desired product and also help the manufacturers to identify the buying experience of their products. 
As a future enhancement, it is possible to extract expert reviews from different E-Commerce website and blogs that specifically 
talks about electronic gadgets and provide a weightage for these reviews because it can play a crucial role in determining the 
product rate. 

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
Sentiment Analysis is a Natural Language Processing technique because it analyses text content. It extracts the emotions out of the 
text, whether it is a negative, neutral or positive emotion. Since the work deals with text data there is a lot of pre-processing of data 
need to be done before the actual classification. he preprocessing includes Parts-of-Speech tagging every word in each sentence, 
extracting oft used words, removing stopping or unwanted words, and adjective extraction from the sentences. 
1) Customer Reviews: The Customer Reviews of products are given to the system as a input. When a customer buys any product 

from online shopping portals, they give feedback of the product in the form of Customer Reviews. The reviews may be Positive 
or Negative or combination of both. Parts-of-Speech tagging: Customer reviews are in the form of text. Parts-of-Speech tagging 
is used to assign category of parts of speech to each word of a sentence. This is used to find which part-of-speech the word 
belongs to. This includes Noun, Pronoun, Verb, Adverb, Adjective, Prepositions etc. For sentiment analysis we use mostly 
Adjectives and nouns as they tell the emotion of the subject. 

 
Fig. 1  Architecture of Proposed system 
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2) Feature Extraction: Supported the noun phrases and nouns, adjectives obtained from Parts-of-Speech tagging, features that 
square measure necessary to spot emotions from client customer have to be compelled to be extracted.. This is done using 
Apriori algorithm. Apriori algorithm is a data mining algorithm. It is used to extract frequently used aspects from the dataset. It 
is based on association rules which are used to determine relations among aspects in databases. While applying Apriori 
algorithm, two main assumptions has to be taken into account, one is that all the subsets of a frequent itemset should be 
frequent and the other is for any infrequent itemset its supersets should be frequent. Apriori algorithm is easy to understand and 
implement. It can also be used for large itemsets. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Sentiment analysis is the process of identifying the feeling expressed in the text or document. We proposed a methodology for 
mining the product reviews based on weight age. t this time, an enormous capability of data is obtainable over social communities. 
Opinions or Comments is also contained in varied contents, as well as information or knowledge. Moreover, opinions or comments 
from other peoples are very useful in our own decision making. Therefore, the automated technique which can analyse opinions or 
comments will be the valuable tool to assist users, customers, consumers and providers. 
This saves time of the users searching for the best product. The reviews for number of products from various different sites were 
fetched out and through Lexicon- based approach and they were analysed. A bag of positive and negative words like “good”, “bad” 
etc. were used to rate the reviews based on word score comparison. Review that has the highest score was ranked at first position 
and so on. Thus an ordered list is prepared and given as output to the user. 
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